
PRODUCERS LIST-PRODUCTS 2017 DAIRY PRODUCTS 1) FETA CHEESE  Packing way: wooden barrel 50 kg                         Container 13-15 kg                         Tupper in brime 200 gr                         Tupper in brime 400 gr                          Tupper in brime 1 kg                         Tupper in brime 2 kg                         Vacuum packing 150 gr                         Vacuum packing 400 gr                         Vacuum packing 1 kg  All the production factories are located to Peloponnese, Thessaly or Central Greece. The indicative sale prices are fluctuate, as long as there is not a specific contract based on the quantity during the period in which all cooperation is agreed.    2) YOGHURT  Strained type production fatty 3,5 % or fatty 0%.  Packing way: 125 gr                         200 gr                         1 kg                         5 kg                         10 kg  Our producers are from Peloponnese and Thessaly. The prices that can be competitive and very low, as long as there is a quantity prediction and a long term contract.   3) YELLOW CHEESE  Gruyere, kefalotyri, kefalograviera  Packing: A) 4 kg per piece.                 B) 9 kg per piece 



 Our producers are in Central Greece, in Crete and in Naxos and Samos islands, with a very good quality. You can contact us in case you need more information about the price and the available quantities, too.   OLIVES  1) KALAMON OLIVES  All sizes are available (among extra large and mammouth) in packages of 100 gr vacuum. Also, packing in bulk is available, like barrel 50 kg, whole olives or pitted. The availability in sizes varies; depend on the crop every season. Vacuum packaging for supermarket shelf and small packaging glass jars for delicatessen shops and supermarket.  2) GREEN OLIVES   All sizes are available (among extra large and mammouth) in packages of 100 gr vacuum. Also, packing in bulk is available, like barrel 50 kg, whole olives or pitted. The availability in sizes varies; depend on the crop every season. Vacuum packaging for supermarket shelf and small packaging glass jars for delicatessen shops and supermarket.  3) AMFISSA BLACK OLIVES  All sizes are available (among extra large and mammouth) in packages of 100 gr vacuum. Also, packing in bulk is available, like barrel 50 kg, whole olives. The availability in sizes varies; depend on the crop every season. Vacuum packaging for supermarket shelf and small packaging glass jars for delicatessen shops and supermarket.   *NOTE: Our producers are from Peloponnese, Western Greece and Central Greece. If you wish cooperation before the beginning of harvest “closed” prices can be achieved for large quantities.   OLIVE OIL 



We have extra virgin olive oil and organic in HO.RE.CA packaging and bulk and we deal with small Greek producers who have extra extra virgin olive oil with appealing packaging (nice packaging and logo). The price agreement differs from time to time. Each order might be totally different due to the quirky flow of the product on the market. Generally, we arrange our agreements in the beginning of every season for each product accordingly. This way it is more likely to achieve competitive prices or better quality.  FRESH AND FROZEN FISH FISH FARMING SEA BREAM AND SEA BASS   We have partnership with 3 fish farming producers and we offer large quantities in the following sizes: 400-600 gr                                        600-800 gr                                        800-1000 gr  Prices are set up every Tuesday for a week. In case of cooperation the price which we will give you forces for 6 working days.   FREE SEA FISHES  Waterway riches of Greece is great. But we have the following quantities for cooperation: sardines, anchovy, marida, tuna, afropsara, safridia. Packing: IQF and bulk. In case of cooperation, we can give you prices for 3 working days and for specific quantities that our producers have. Our producers work at Aegean sea and Ionian sea. Our cooperation for the free-sea fishes are not subject to steady products.            PROCESSED FRUIT-COMPOTES  RAISIN-FIGS Our producer has been exporting these two products in all packings for 100 years in the international market.   Packings: from 250 gr up to 5-10 kg bulk. Target prices are fixed per season based on the amount of product.                                                                                                    



                                                       COMPOTES Our producer has one of the ten largest compote factories in Europe headquartered in Macedonia. He has high-production volumes of peach and apricot.  Packings: 420gr and 820 gr.For prices and other information (orders private label) please contact us.  Important factor in prices is the amounts of the product per area.                                          WINE Our partners winemakers are a few and they have particular production varieties from Peloponnese, Attica and Evia region. The Greek wine that we represent has the following varieties: Savvatiano, Agiorgitiko, Retsina, Malagouzia, Roditis, Xinomavro. The quantity is limited. Agreements lock at the beginning of the production season. Our producers have the most quality wineries in Greece with very competitive prices.   FRUIT We specialize with collaborators-producers to 3 products: lemons, oranges, strawberries. The usual packings are:                  500 gr                                                                                       1 kg                                                                                       3 kg                                                                                       10 kg. Because of the vulnerability of the products, we try to provide quality in long duration contracts. We have scientific staff that can act as a control mechanism in cooperations. NOTE: Contracts-cooperations for more than 1 year give us the opportunity to achieve competitive prices.    HONEY We cooperate with two producers of honey. One of them has his company in Peloponnese and the other one in Evritania ( Karpenisi). The honey qualities 



which we work are the following: blossom honey, thyme honey and pine honey. The packings are 150 gr- 10 kg. The sale prices depend on the order amount.   SWEETS  We cooperate with a factory that produces traditional syrup sweets and ice-cream. Our partner makes ice-cream with aromas and flavors of Greek tradition. He also produces by order the following sweets: baklava, galaktoboureko, kantaifi and ravani in small and big packings. In the field of traditional syroup sweets, he makes cherry, fig, citrus and traditional syroup sweets from all the seasonal fruits in the following packings: 400gr, 1 kg and HORECA. Prices depend on the quantity of fruits of each year.              


